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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
There is currently an increasing interest in accurate modeling and design of
interconnects for RF/microwave, high-speed digital, and mixed-signal electron-
ic circuits [1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6].With the rapid increase in clock speed as well
as denser integration of devices and components in high performance circuits,
the interconnect behavior is becoming a dominant factor in the overall circuit
performance. Some of the adverse effects associated with interconnects include
time delay, loss, and coupling. In digital circuits, for example, electromagnetic
coupling between interconnects can lead to considerable crosstalk noise reducing
noise margins, as well as timing fluctuations (jitter). These signal integrity and
noise effects can impose serious limitations on maximum operating speed and
performance of the circuit. Similarly, higher integration densities in microwave
circuits at both the off- and on-chip levels and use of different substrate materi-
als, such as silicon lead to a stronger frequency-dependence of the interconnect
characteristics including increased coupling.
Therefore, accurate interconnect models should be included in the design
process in order to meet the stringent design specifications for high-performance
analog or digital circuit. In this thesis a full-wave electromagnetic technique
the finite difference time domain (FDTD) techniqueis applied and a systematic
extraction procedure is developed to accurately determine the characteristics of
several important coupled interconnect structures used in RF/microwave and2
high-speed digital circuits.
1.1BACKGROUND
In general, interconnects in high-frequency and high-speed electronic circuits
must be considered as a distributed coupled system. Coupled interconnects at
the off-chip level are typically modeled in terms of a set of multi-conductor cou-
pled transmission lines, and discontinuities such as bends and changes in width
are represented by lumped element equivalent circuits. The transmission line pa-
rameters and lumped element values for the discontinuities usually are extracted
from quasi-static electromagnetic (EM) simulation.At the on-chip level, the
distributed resistance of interconnects is significantly increased due to the smal-
1 conductor cross-sections. Digital on-chip interconnects have been modeled in
terms of distributed RC networks, thus neglecting the transmission line behav-
ior. To extract the R and C parameters including mutual coupling capacitances
from circuit layouts, fast quasi-static EM techniques have been developed and
are available in commercial VLSI design software tools.
Recent studies by researchers at IBM [7] and others, however, show that with
rising clock speed the transmission line effects in digital on-chip interconnects
can no longer be neglected. Furthermore, the substrate characteristics can have
a strong effect on the interconnect performance.In silicon-based technology,
and especially in BiCMOS and CMOS processes, the lossy substrate can lead
to a significant increase in interconnect loss, strong dispersive transmission line
behavior, and increased noise coupling through the substrate. These effects can be
detrimental for both RF/microwave and high-speed digital integrated circuits. To
mitigate these substrate effects, shielding structures using, for example, patterned
ground planes have been suggested in some BiCMOS RF ICs[8].
To accurately extract the distributed parameters of uniform and non-uniform
coupled interconnects in a general multi-layered multilevel lossy substrate envi-ronment including interconnects over patterned substrate shielding structures,
quasi-static EM techniques may not be adequate at higher frequencies, and the
full-wave EM characteristics must be considered. For many years, full-wave tech-
niques have been applied by many researchers to analyze and simulate a range of
transmission line structures. However, the computational burden has prevented
the general use of full-wave solvers on desktop computers. With the rapid in-
crease in processor speed and memory size of general desktop computers over the
last few years, full-wave electromagnetic field solvers are now becoming a viable
tool for computer-aided design of electronic systems and components, including
complicated interconnect structures.
Traditionally, most full-wave techniques in electromagnetics are frequency-
domain methods [9]. Frequency-domain EM analysis is advantageous, for exam-
ple, for narrow-band characterization of a variety of components and circuits,
and for determining the modal solutions of guided wave structures. On the oth-
er hand, time-domain methods are better suited for broadband characterization
of structures such as digital or broadband analog interconnects. Time-domain
methods also enable transient analysis to be directly performed, which is impor-
tant for signal integrity and crosstalk noise analysis in digital and mixed-signal
systems.
In this thesis, a new CAD-oriented methodology is developed for broadband
characterization of several important coupled interconnect structures, including
substrate shielding structures, which are used in RF/microwave and high-speed
digital circuits.The new characterization methodology is based on the well-
known EM full-wave time-domain technique, the finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method, combined with a systematic extraction procedure using a nor-
mal mode approach and multiport network concepts. Since 1966 when Yee [10]
first introduced FDTD ill electromagnetics for solving scattering problems, FDTD
has been applied by many researchers to solve scattering problems and to analyze4
various transmission line, antenna and other structures. During this period also
a number of significant improvements on the technique have been made.
A number of researchers have applied FDTD to characterize microstrip struc-
tures. In 1986, Choi and Hoefer [11] developed a novel procedure which increases
the numerical efficiency of the time-domain approach for the application of the
FDTD method to the solution of three-dimensional eigenvalue problems. Zhang
and his co-workers have calculated the dispersive characteristics of microstrip
lines [12], and Shibata and Kimura [1] also reported calculation of the frequency
characteristics for microstrip circuits and established a frequency-domain MMIC
design method based on time-domain electromagnetic field analysis. The for-
mulation and application of the FDTD method for numerical modeling of elec-
tromagnetic wave interactions with arbitrary structures and for electromagnetic
wave scattering and radar cross section have been introduced by Tafiove [13], [14].
In 1989, Liang and Mei presented a full-wave analysis of a co-planar waveg-
uide (CPW) and a slotline structure using FDTD [15]. A MetalInsulator
Semiconductor (MIS) co-planar structure was analyzed with FDTD by Shibata
and Sano [16]. In this work, the authors were concerned with on-chip co-planar
lines in high-speed silicon ICs. They presented a rigorous full-wave analysis which
includes the semiconducting substrate effect and the loss in metal lines. Wu and
Chang [17] investigated the shielding effects on the frequency-dependent effective
dielectric constant of a waveguide-shielded microstrip structure. In 1992, Wolff
reported the application of FDTD to a realistic microwave circuit design and
nonlinear microwave integrated circuit design [2]. The extraction of equivalent
circuits for transmission lines was presented by Mittra [3].
In the area of discontinuity problems, Zhang and Mei determined the scat-
tering parameters for single symmetric microstrip discontinuities such as open
end, cross-junction, T-junction, step-in-width, and microstrip gap using FDTD
[18]. Sheen calculated the frequency-dependent scattering parameters for several5
printed microstrip circuits such as a line-fed rectangular patch antenna, low-
pass filter, and a rectangular branch line coupler [19], [20]. Moore [21] reported
the scattering parameters for a single microstrip right-angle bend, and Feix [22]
characterized single mitered and unmitered bend structures in 1990 and 1992,
respectively.
FDTD has also been applied to analyze and characterize various other struc-
tures including microstrip patch antennas (e.g.[23], [24], [25], [26]) and packag-
ing structures [27], [28]. To improve modeling of radiative systems, the FDTD
method has been combined with near-to-near and near-to-far field transformation
techniques [29], [30], [31], [32].
1.2ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
This thesis describes a new CAD-oriented methodology for broadband characteri-
zation of coupled off- and on-chip interconnects for high-frequency and high-speed
circuits. The methodology is applied to several representative coupled microstrip
structures including discontinuities and substrate shielding. The approach is val-
idated by comparison with other fllll-wave techniques.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the FDTD technique and reviews the numeri-
cal stability issues, the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) absorbing boundary con-
dition, as well as implementation issues for FDTD to accurately model single and
coupled microstrip structures. Using the example of a single microstrip, the mod-
el for line excitation and the procedure for extracting the frequency-dependent
characteristics from the time-domain electromagnetic fields are described.
In chapter 3 it is shown how multiple coupled line structures, including asym-
metric coupled three-line structures, can be analyzed using the FDTD method
combined with the normal mode approach. The frequency-dependent results for
representative coupled two- and three-line structures are shown and comparedwith other full-wave solutions.
In Chapter 4 the FDTD method is applied to single and symmetric coupled
microstrip structures on lossy silicon substrate. The broadband behavior of the
distributed line parameters is extracted from the time-domain EM fields and com-
pared with other methods. A cross-bar shielding structure for reducing substrate
loss and improving the quality factor is also considered. The characteristics of
shielded microstrip lines are studied for different shielding dimensions.
Chapter 5 covers various types of discontinuities in single and coupled mi-
crostrip lines. Various two and four port microstrip circuit elements such as single
step-in-width, asymmetric single gap, open-end, cross-i unction, asymmetric cou-
pled gaps and coupled step-in-width are analyzed.
Chapter 6 summarizes the results obtained in this thesis and gives suggestions
for possible future work.7
Chapter 2
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN
METHOD
2.1INTRODUCTION
The development of the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method in elec-
tromagnetics was first presented in a paper by Kane S. Yee in the mid-60's [10].
At that time, the method was handicapped due to the lack of computer resources.
However, present generation computer systems with large memory capacities and
fast processor speeds enable the use of FDTD for electromagnetic (EM) analysis
and simulation of complicated structures. In FDTD the propagation of an electro-
magnetic wave into a volume space containing dielectric and conducting materials
is being modeled. Since its first introduction by Yee the FDTD method has been
adapted, modified, and expanded to suit many electromagnetic applications. For
example, in 1980 Tafiove applied FDTD for predictiig the sinusoidal electro-
magnetic fields penetrating an arbitrary dielectric or conducting body [33, 34].
Choi has proposed the application of the FDTD method to the solution of three-
dimensional eigenvalue problems [11].
Fang et al. [12], [18] were among the first to investigte the dispersive charac-
teristics of microstrips using FDTD. There has been a lot of interest in applying
the FDTD method to microstrip, coplanar waveguide, slotline, and other strip
line circuits such as filters and couplers. FDTD has a so been used to analyze
transmission lines in multichip modules (MCM), as well as microstrip patch an-
tennas [1]-[16].
In order to model open-region problems, an absorbing boundary condition
(ABC) is usually used to truncate the computational domain. Early techniqueshave included differential-based ABCs proposed by Engquist and Madja [35] and
Mur [36]. In the mid-1980s, these ABC techniques were improved by formulations
proposed by Higdon [37], [38]. More recently, Berenger [39], [40] proposed a new
absorbing boundary condition known as Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) with
significantly improved performance. The PML boundary conditions are used in
all FDTD simulations in this thesis.
This chapter first reviews the formulation of the FDTD technique including
the PML absorbing boundary condition, briefly discusses implementation issues,
and ends with a simple application example of a transmission line problem.
2.2 FDTD TECHNIQUE
The Finite-Difference Time-Domain method is a direct implementation of the
Maxwell's equations in differential form by use of a finite-difference approxima-
tion. With this method the central difference approximations are applied to both
space and time derivatives.In a source-free region of space consisting of elec-
trical parameters that are independent of time Maxwell's time-dependent curl
equations are given by
=VxE (2.1)
at
= (2.2)
whereis the electric field in volts/meter, H is the magnetic field in am-
peres/meter, c is the electrical permittivity in farads/meter,is the magnetic9
permeability in henrys/meter, andais the electrical conductivity in mhos/meter
of the medium.
In a Cartesian coordinate system, equations(2.1)and(2.2)can be written
as a set of first-order partial differential equations as
alL 1 (aEalL\
_____)
(2.3)
- i(alL
aE\
at ,
(2.4)
alL :- (2.5)
/L\Y3x)
- i - aEx" (2.6) eay )
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Equations(2.3) (2.8)are a system of six coupled partial differential equations
which form the basis of the FDTD algorithm. In order to find approximate EM
solutions, the problem is discretized. Following Yee's notation [10], a grid point
in the computational space is denoted as(i,j,k) = (iAx,jAy,kAz)
and a function of the three spatial coordinates and time is expressed as
F(i,j,k) F(iAx,jAy,kAz,riAt)
10
(2.9)
(2.10)
where Ax, Ay and Az are the lattice space increments in the x-, y- and z-
directions, respectively. In (2.10), At is the time increment, (i,j, k) are integers
denoting the location inside the FDTD lattice, and n is an integer denoting the
time stepping index.
In Yee's method, centered difference approximations are used for the first-
order space and time partial derivatives, i.e.,
aFm(i, j, k) F(i + 1/2, j, k)F(i1/2, j, k)
+O([Ax]2)(2.11)
ax Ax
3FTh(i,j, k) F1/2(i,j, k) - F'/2(i,j, k)
+O([At]2) (2.12)
At
The centered difference approximations have second-order accuracy in space and
time. In order to achieve the accuracy of 2.11 and to implement all space deriva-
tives in (2.3)(2.8), Yee positioned the components of E and H about a unit
cell of the lattice as shown in Figure 2.1. The E and H fields are computed
at alternate half time steps in order to achieve centered differences for the time
derivates.
The resulting system of finite-difference equations is given by11
Figure 2.1. Yee's unit cell12
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2.3 NUMERICAL STABILITY
The accuracy of the computed field quantities as well as the stability of time
stepping algorithm in FDTD are directly related to the spatial step size A and
time increment At. The finite difference equations (2.13)(2.18) are not stable
if the time step is too large. The step sizes for Ax, Ay, Az and At should be
chosen such that the velocity of the numerical signals in the FDTD lattice is
not less than the velocity of light in the medium being modeled. The stability
condition which needs to be satisfied is given by
1
At<
1 1 1 112
Cmax[(Ax)2 +(Ay)2+ (Az)2j (2.19)
whereCmaxis the maximum phase velocity expected within the problem space.
To ensure the accuracy of the computed spatial derivatives of the electromagnetic14
fields, A(x, y, z) must be small compared to the smallest wavelength. Following
Tafiove et al., the width of the Gaussian source pulse is chosen for at least 20 grid
spacings per wavelength at the highest frequency component in order to mini-
mize the effects of numerical dispersion and truncation errors due to gridding.
To accomplish this, the grid spacings should satisfy
20
(2.20)
2.4PERFECTLY MATCHED LAYER (PML) ABSORBING BOUND-
ARY CONDITION
Due to limited computational and memory resources, the computational domain
must be truncated for open boundary problems such as a microstrip. The ideal
boundary conditions, called perfect absorbing boundary conditions, introduce no
reflections for any outgoing wave incident on the boundaries of the computational
domain. However, practical absorbing boundary conditions can only partially
absorb outgoing waves and cause more or less reflections.
The first simulation space truncation technique comprised of implementing
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. This technique resulted in the to-
tal reflection of the incident wave from the edge of the simulation space. The
Dirichiet and Neumann boundaries were implemented by setting the appropriate
tangential fields to zero at the edges of the simulation space. The first absorbing
boundary condition (ABC) is often referred to as the Mur ABC [36]. Berenger's
perfectly matched layer(PML) absorbing boundary condition provides orders of
magnitude improvement in performance over all previously reported ABCs for
the FDTD method [39], [40]. The PML boundary condition relies on introducing15
a fictitious magnetic loss and on decomposing Maxwell's equations into twelve e-
quations instead of the typical six equations for three dimensional problems. This
increases the complexity and requires additional memory usage around the edges
of the simulation space. However, the PML does not make a plane wave assump-
tion, and therefore can be placed closer to the simulation structure.In many
cases this results in a smaller computational domain and, hence, significantly
reduced memory requirements.
The fictitious magnetic loss, denoted as o*, provides two functions: impedance
matching between cells and additional attenuation of outgoing waves. The equiv-
alent magnetic conductivity is introduced into Maxwell's equations as follows.
V xE = _a*- (2.21)
-. VxH=aE+-- (2.22)
Letting I' be any component of a wave in the PML region interfacing with a
vacuum region, Berenger has shown that [39]
/ xcosq+ysinçb'\ axcosq W = WoexP(3w(\t_
C ))exP(_
EQ C
sin exp(
E0cG
y) (2.23)16
(2.24)
where Z is the wave impedance, c is the speed of light,is the angle between
the wave field vector and the y-axis, and
C iJwcos2+ (2.25)
1
WE0 (2.26)
WbL0
1
WE0 (2.27)
W/L0
Choosing the electric and magnetic losses so they satisfy
= (2.28)
/10
results in w,WYand C equal to one at all frequencies. In this case, the wave
components and the wave impedance are
w woexp(w(t
x cos + Y sin c5))
(
a cos
exp xJ
C foGI
expasinç5 \c
(2.29)and
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Figure 2.2. Perfect Electric Wall
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(2.30)
The derivation presented above shows that in the PML media the wave prop-
agates at the speed of light and is attenuated exponentially along the x and y
axes, and that the wave impedance matches the impedance of the vacuum in-
dependent of frequency and angle of incidence.Ideally the attenuation could
be made extremely high by choosing large a and a' in the ABC regions. This1E4]
ir.i
would require a PML layer of only one cell thickness. However the large atten-
uation would cause large numerical dispersion in the FDTD technique resulting
in a reflection. To compensate for the reflections due to numerical dispersion,
Berenger proposed that the loss should increase gradually with depth through
several layers of PML media as follows
a(p) = (2.31)
Where, p is the depth into the PML region,is the total PML thickness, andn
is the growth factor. Deriving a theoretical reflection coefficient,Rth,for waves
normally incident on the PML boundary the value ofUmaxcan be defined as
(n +1)E0c
Umax = ln(Rth)
2
(2.32)
This results in three user defined parameters for the implementation of PM-
L boundary conditions: 1) the number of PML layers, 2)n,the growth factor,
3)Rth,the theoretical reflection coefficient.Splitting Maxwell's equations into
twelve equations allows the attenuation to be provided on only the outgoing com-
ponent of the wave, leaving the tangential components of the wave unaffected.
The loss components are defined in the twelve equations as follows:
DHxy 3(Ezx+Ezy) +Uy*Hxy =
ay
(2.33)
3Hxz O(Eyx+Eyz)
/1+aH (2.34)
aH 3(Exy+Exz) (2.35)
at+oH
az19
aH a(E+E)
at+aH ax
(2.36)
a(E+E)
P0at+uH= ax
(2.37)
aH a(E+E)
(2.38) at
+ay*Hzy =
ay
aE a(H+H)
(2.39)
at+
ay
aE a(H+H)
at+aE az
(2.40)
aE a(H+H) (2.41) E0
at+aE az
aE a(H+H)
at+aE ax
(2.42)
aE a(H+H)
at+o-E ax
(2.43)
aE a(H+H)
at+o-E
ay
(2.44)
There are currently several papers on implementing the PML using approach-
es that differ from the twelve component equations, however, the implementation
here uses the original twelve equation approach proposed by Berenger.20
2.5IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FDTD
In this section, the specific implementation of the FDTD method including PML
boundary conditions, for the analysis of planar microstrip circuits is described.
The time stepping equations in Equations (2.3)(2.8) can be used in the man-
ner prescribed in Figure 2.1 to track the time evolution of the electromagnetic
fields within the computational domain for a given set of initial and boundary
conditions. The flow chart for the FDTD algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Initially, all field values within the computational domain are set to zero. An
excitation is then introduced by specifying the electric field at the near end point
of conductor strips. The value ofHis then computed at time t= fri +
followed by the computation ofat time t(n+ 1)Lt. Boundary conditions on
the perfect electric conductors are enforced by setting the tangential components
ofEto zero at mesh points coincident with the conductors. Because of this,
it is essential that conduction surfaces coincide with the unit cell faces.This
time-stepping procedure is repeated until the desired number of time steps is
reached.
To minimize the memory and computational burden, a preprocessing step
is performed before the FDTD simulation begins [41].The standard FDTD
equation can be rewritten from its standard form
/2Lt " Ugt
E(i,j, k+) +2 +
E'(i,j,k+)2+et)
[Hi+,j,k+)H(i ,j,k+)]
1 H2(
1
(2.45)
into the less computationally intensive form ofInitialization
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Figure 2.3. Implementation of the FDTD
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E(i,j,k+
)= GAE(i,j,k+)+CB{ClH(i+,j,k+ )
+C4H(i,j ,k+)} (2.46)
In equation(2.46), CA, GB, G1, G2,G3, andG4are all constant during the
simulation. The actual values of the constants are not stored in each cell with
the field information, but a short integer which is used as an index to locate the
proper constant value is stored in each cell.This results in a large computer
memory savings by storing only a type short integer in each cell instead of two
type doubles such asGAandGB.Additionally many of the cells will have the
sameGAandGBpair, so the redundant information is eliminated, and only the
unique constant pairs are stored as double precision numbers.
The spatial constants(C1, G2,C3, and G4) are looked up by using the grid
indexes(i,j, k),and since the grid is orthogonal, the information is stored in
three one dimensional arrays representing each the X, Y, and Z axes, The spa-
tial constants are preprocessed to determine the value of each constant and which
neighboring cells will need to be accessed for the calculation of the spatial deriva-
tives. This results in both a memory savings and a reduction in computational
burden.
After both the material constants and spatial constants have been calculat-
ed, there are no divisions performed inside of the main FDTD loops for typical
cells. Some special case cells may perform divisions, but these are few in number
compared to the overall number of cells.23
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Figure 2.4. Modeling of a perfectly conducting microstrip
2.5.1MICROSTRIP CONDUCTOR
The interconnect structures considered in this dissertation consist of a conduct-
ing ground plane, a multi-layer lossy dielectric substrate, and conducting strips.
The emphasis of this work is to include coupling and substrate effects in the in-
terconnect characteristics and to develop a systematic extraction methodology.
Therefore, for simplicity, conductor loss is ignored and all conductors are assumed
to be perfectly conducting and to have zero thickness. The boundary conditions
for a perfect conductor are zero tangential electric fields and zero normal mag-
netic fields on the conducting surface. This is achieved in the FDTD algorithm
by setting the electric fields on the appropriate faces of the unit cell. An example
of a perfectly conducting microstrip conductor is shown in Figure 2.4.In this
case, the electric fields are set to zero on the top of the unit cells that are at
the dielectric air interface and by zeroing the electric fields at the bottom of the
lowest unit cells, i.e. the ground plane. The boundary condition on the normalmagnetic field is automatically satisfied by the finite difference calculations if the
tangential electric fields have been zeroed.
2.5.2MATERIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
To allow interfaces between materials with different dielectric constants, conduc-
tivities or magnetic properties, the FDTD method requires modification to the
basic equations previously presented. However, without proper handling of the
material interface conditions the FDTD technique typically becomes unstable.
The derivation of the FDTD equations at a general material boundary interface
was presented in[41]and is summarized below. Calculating the components of
the dielectric constant and conductivity is based on the weighted mean of the
material properties in the cells tangential to the electric field component. Fig-
ure2.5shows the material properties in relation to the vertical E component,
represented by the black dot.
The effective dielectric and conductivity constants are calculated as follows
with the variables defined in Figure2.5.
EriC1Y12 + Er2dyldZl + r3dy2dZ2 + E4dy2dZ1
(2.47) reff
(dyl + dy2). (dzl + dz2)
ajdyldz2 + a2dyldzl + a3dy2dz2 + a4dy2dzl
Uff
(dyl + dy2) . (dzl + dz2)
(2.48)
The effective magnetic constants are computed as a weighted harmonic mean
of the cell properties normal to the magnetic field component. Figure2.6showsdz2
dz 1
dyl dy2
z
YIp
Figure 2.5. Effective dielectric constant
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the material properties in relation to the H component for the calculation of the
effective material constants.
The effective permeability and magnetic conductivity constants are calculat-
ed as follows with the variables defined in Figure 2.6.
p1p2(dx1 + dx2)
(2.49) /.Lreff
iidx2+/L2dx1
* cra(dz1+dx2)
250
ref f adx2+adx1
These electric and magnetic material properties are necessary for the correct
implementation of the multi-layered lossy substrate environment in FDTD. To
reduce the computational and memory demands, the material properties are cal-
culated as a preprocessing step and redundant values are eliminated.26
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Figure 2.6. Effective conductivity constant
2.5.3EXCITATION SOURCE
In order to simulate a voltage source excitation, it is necessary to impose the elec-
tric field between the conductor and ground plane. This may be accomplished
by enforcing the electric field, Ey, on the front wall of the mesh. The remaining
electric field components on the source plane must then be specified or calculat-
ed. The choice of the time function for the source was described in [19], [20].
The requirements are: (1) The frequency spectrum of the excitation signal must
extend over the entire frequency range of interest.(2) The time function must
usually be a pulse, i.e., localized in time and space so that the source may be
switched off.(3) To minimize the effects of numerical dispersion, the highest
frequencies present in the pulse should correspond to approximately 20 points
per wavelength. Following Sheen [20], excitation waveforms such as an impulse
and pulses of rectangular arid triangular shapes meet the first two requirements,
but do not satisfy the tiurd requirement. Sinusoidal time functions do not allow
the source to be switched off. A choice of time function that meet all three re-
quirements is the Gaussian pulse. It is desirable as excitation waveform because27
Figure 2.7. Resistive voltage source
its frequency spectrum is also Gaussian and therefore provides frequeiicy domain
information from DC to the desired cutoff frequency by adjusting the width of
the pulse. A Gaussian pulse is defined by
((t t0)2
g(t) = exp
T2)
(2.51)
wheret0and T are time delay and pulse width, respectively. The choice of excita-
tion source depends on the type of problem being simulated, however, the source
is generally imposed by forcing specified field components in the computational
domain to be known functions of time and/or space. Specifically, the vertical elec-
tric field components between the ground plane and a microstrip line are set to be
a specified function of time, e.g. Gaussian, to simulate a time-dependent voltageGROUND PLANE
NxAx
/
Ny Ay
28
Figure 2.8. Uniform single microstrip line structure including PML absorbing
boundary cells.
source, as shown in Figure 2.7. Alternatively, the magnetic fields circulating the
microstrip line could be enforced to simulate a current source.
2.6 UNIFORM SINGLE MICROSTRIP LINE AS A SIMPLE EX-
AMPLE
In this section, a typical uniform single microstrip structure shown in Figure
2.8 is considered, and the basic modeling approach is described. More compli-
cated microstrip structures arc considered in the following chapters. The single
microstrip is analyzed using the FDTD method to calculate its characteristic
impedance, effective dielectric constant and propagation constant, and to extract
the distributed inductance and capacitance as a function of frequency.29
2.6.1MODELING OF A SINGLE MICROSTRIP STRUCTURE
The entire computational domain, which includes a single substrate layer and a
uniform single microstrip as shown in Figure 2.8, is discretized into a number
of cells of size Ax, Ay, and Az in x, y, and z directions, respectively.The
dielectric substrate of the microstrip is assumed to be r=98 the conductor
width is W600 jim, and the substrate thickness isH635 tm. The metal
strip and ground plane are assumed to be perfectly conducting and infinitely thin.
They are defined in the FDTD algorithm by setting the tangential component
of the electric field to zero. The conductor line is simulated on anNAx by
N Ay byNAz computational domain with Ax = 66.67 jim, Ay = 90.71 m
and Az = 100 Jim. This corresponds to a conductor width of W = 9Ax and a
substrate height ofH7Ay.
The total widthNand total height N of the simulation structure are chosen
to be large enough to not disturb the field distribution near the strip.The
conductor lengthNis taken to be long enough to avoid the reflection from the
far end of the conductor strip during the time of simulation. In all, the entire
computational domain including the PML boundary of 6 cells is divided into 65
by 33 by 140 grid cells. The equation for calculating the total number of time
steps(N)is given as
with
and
N = (2.52)
T=- (2.53)
(2.54)30
where T is the total time of the signal to reach the far end of the structure and
Vg is the velocity of the wave propagating in the z-axis.
A time step of= 0.142 ps is used to satisfy the numerical stability con-
dition (2.19), and the total number of time steps is 1200. The input is excited
with a Gaussian pulse with pulse width T= 15.15 Ps and time shiftt0= 45.45
ps, which corresponds to three times of the pulse width. Figure 2.9 shows the
Gaussian input pulse and its frequency spectrum.
2.6.2PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS
From the computed time-dependent electric and magnetic fields, the voltages and
currents on the conductor line are determined. Voltage and current are defined
as
I =yc].df (2.55)
v _fE.dr (2.56)
where C is the transverse contour of the conductor anddis the distance between
the conductor and the ground plane, as shown in Figure 2.10. According to the
basic FDTD algorithm, currents and voltages are recorded with a difference of
one half time step on the conductor line. Figure 2.11(a) shows the integration
paths on the grid cells of the conductor strip for voltage and current recorded at
different time steps. To represent voltages and currents at the same time step,
the currents computed at the half-time step before and after the voltage time
step are averaged, as indicated in Figure 2.11(b).0.9
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Figure 2.9. Gaussian input source and its spectrum for the single microstrip
example.32
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Figure 2.11. (a) Different recording positions for voltage arid current and (b)
the average of the two currents.34
For a Gaussian input pulse at the near end of the structure, the waveform of
the input signal propagates along the conductor line, as shown in Figure 2.12.
The time variations of the voltage and current waveform at different positions
are shown in Figure 2.13. The voltage and current waveforms are recorded at
distances 5Oz, 6Oz, 7Oz, 8Oz, and 9Oz from the input, respectively.
The dispersive property of the microstrip line can be observed from the dis-
tortion of the pulse as it propagates along the microstrip line. The dispersion
characteristics of a transmjssioii line can be described by the effective dielectric
constantfeff(W)as a function of frequency.eff('i)can be computed from the
transient time solutions of voltage or current along the line in the way explained
as follows. Assume V(z, t) and V(z+ L,t) are monitered voltages taken at z
andz + L,respectively. They can be any two curves displayed in Figure 2.13.
The Fourier transforms of V(z, t) and V(z+ L,t) are denoted as V(z, w) arid
V(z+ L,w) respectively.For a wave propagating in the positive z-direction,
V(z, w) and V(z+ L,w) are related by
where
V(z+L,w) = V(z,w)exp('y(w)L) (2.57)
'y(w) = o(w) +j8(w) (2.58)
The effective dielectric constantcff(w) isdefined throughfi(w)as
i.e.,
5(w)= WVIifoeff (2.59)
ef I
W2[tf0
(
V(z,w)
=w2{L
[In
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Figure 2.12. Propagation waveform of single microstrip along the Z-direction at
600 and 800 timesteps, respectively.0.6
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Figure 2.13. Voltage and current waveforms at different positions: 5Oz, 6OAz,
7OLz, 8OLz, and 9OAz along the Z-direction.E*i
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Figure 2.14. Effective dielectric constant as a function of frequency (Solid: FDT-
D, Diamond: Static value).
The effective dielectric constanteff(w) of the microstrip line, obtained with
the FDTD method is plotted in Figure 2.14. As can be seen from Figure 2.14,
the wave propagation velocity varies with frequency.
Another characteristic quantity of the microstrip line is the characteristic
impedance Z0(w). The characteristic impedance Z0(w) can be defined as the
ratio of V(w)/I(w). V(w) is the Fourier transform of the transient voltage V(t),
which is defined as the line integral of the electric field from the ground plane to
the conductor strip and 1(w) is the Fourier transform of the transient current 1(t),
defined as the loop integral of the magnetic field around the conductor strip, both
as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Figure 2.15 shows the characteristic impedance of
the microstrip line as obtained by the FDTD method as well as the static value.-c
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Figure 2.15. Characteristic impedance as a function of frequency (Solid: FDTD,
Diamond: Static value).
The FDTD results at low frequencies agree well with the static value.
2.6.3EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL
The equivalent circuit model for a uniform single microstrip structure is shown
in Figure 2.16. The distributed line parametersR, L, C, Ccan be obtained from
the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance as
and
= R+jwL (2.61)
C+jwC. (2.62)
For a lossless transmission line, the distributed series resistanceR(w)and39
R L
Figure 2.16. Equivalent circuit model for short section of a uniform single mi-
crostrip line.
shunt conductance G(w) are both zero. Therefore, the frequency-dependent e-
quivalent circuit parametersL(w)and C(w) are determined as
and
(w)Z0(w)
L(w) = (2.63)
3W
C(w)
(W)
(2.64)
jwZ0(w)
Figure2.17shows the distributed transmission line parameters L(w) and
C(w) for a uniform single microstrip.
2.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter, a brief overview of the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDT-
D) method has been presented and implementation issues have been discussed.600
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Figure 2.17. Inductance and capacitance per unit length for a single microstrip
as a function of frequency.41
These include the numerical stability, absorbing boundary conditions, the treat-
ment of perfect conductors, conditions on the excitation source, and implemen-
tation of the FDTD. As a simple example, a typical uniform single microstrip
was analyzed using the FDTD method.It was shown that the characteristic
impedance Z0(w), effective dielectric constantEeff(W),and propagation constant
(w) of the microstrip can be determined from the time-varying electromagnet-
ic fields. The distributed line parameters such as L(w) and C(w) can then be
determined from the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance. Re-
sults for the line parameters of a single uniform microstrip at the low frequency
show good agreement with the corresponding static values. As an advantage,
the FDTD method provides the broadband characterization of a transmission
line structures with one simulation, and directly shows the time evolution of the
pulse propagation on the line.In the following chapters, the FDTD method
is applied to characterize different uniform and non-uniform coupled microstrip
structures.Chapter 3
CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTIPLE COUPLED LINE
STRUCTURES
3.1INTRODUCTION
Accurate characterization of multiconductor coupled lines using electromagnet-
ic modeling and simulation tools plays an important role in the design of high
speed transmission line structures in multilayer media. Uniformly multiple cou-
pled line systems, including the symmetric three-line structures are widely used
in filters, directional couplers and impedance matching networks at microwave
frequencies [4], [5], [6], [42], [43], [44]. Over the last few decades, much work on
the modeling and characterization of multiple coupled lines has been reported
(e.g. [45],[46],[47],[48],[49], [50],[51],[52],[53],[54],[55],[56], [57'],[58],[59],[60]).
The parameters characterizing coupled line multi-port networks (impedance,
admittance, scattering parameters, etc.) can be used in the analysis and design
of these circuits. A host of frequency and time domain computational techniques
have been developed to characterize multiconductor structures. Time domain
techniques can be used directly for time domain simulation, as a virtual TDR
to derive distributed models, and to find broadband frequency-dependent prop-
erties of multiconductor structures [59], [61], [41]. Even though the extraction
procedure for multiple coupled line parameters from time domain computations
is well understood in principle, explicit CAD-oriented techniques have not been
reported.
In the past years, a general characterization procedure suggested for these
structures consists of obtaining the frequency-dependent distributed inductance43
and capacitance matrices directly or by extracting the modal parameters by ex-
citing m multiconductor coupled transmission lines [6]. In all of these characteri-
zation procedures, the assumption that measurement of voltages and currents at
the input ends of the lines provides all normal mode parameters, and thus the
corresponding distributed inductance and capacitance matrices, is valid only for
multiconductor coupled lines in homogeneous media or symmetrical coupled line
structures in inhomogeneous media [61].
An alternate approach for solving such structures is similar to [41] where two
different structures are simulated with and without dielectric layer leading to the
capacitance and inductance matrices. This alternate approach, however, increas-
es the simulation time by a factor of two, and, in addition, cannot be used for the
characterization of complex structures such as coupled microstrip bends. Many
methods for modeling multiconductor interconnection lines have been based on
quasi-TEM assumption, and the frequency dependence of the distributed cir-
cuit parameters has been neglected. A frequency-dependent modeling approach
based upon full-wave analysis is necessary. In this chapter, a new methodology
for extracting the frequency-dependent propagation constant and characteristic
impedance of multiconductor interconnection lines from FDTD simulation is p-
resented.
3.2EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL FOR NORMAL MODE AP-
PROACH
The equivalent circuit model can be readily derived from the admittance (impedance)
matrix by characterizing the 2n-port network shown in Figure 3.1. The procedure
for deriving the expression for the admittance or impedance matrix of a general
2rt-port is well known and is based on the solution of the coupled transmission
line equations given in (3.1) and (3.2).
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Figure 3.1. General multiconductor coupled lines45
9[I]
[Y(w)][V] (3.2)
where vectors [V] and [I] represent voltages and currents on the lines and [Z(w)]
and [Y(w)] represent 2n x 2n impedance and admittance matrices, respectively.
[Z(w)] and [Y(w)] are related to the per-unit-length line constant matrices [R],
[U, [G], [C] matrices as
[Z(w)] = [R] +jw[L],[Y(w)] = [G] +jw[C] (3.3)
In general, the elements of the [R], [U], [G] and [C] matrices are frequency depen-
dent. The coupled transmission line equations (3.1) and (3.2) are decoupled with
the help of the voltage and corresponding current eigenvector matrices [Mv] and
[M1] ([M1][Mv]_T), respectively, leading to the characterization of the general
ii lines 2n-port by its admittance matrix. Following Chin [62], the admittance
matrix is given by
with
and
[YA][YB] 1
[Y]=[
[YB][YA]j
[YA] = [YLM] * [MV][coth(7jd)]djag[MI]T
[YB] = [YLM] * [MV][CSCh('yjd)]djag[MJ]T
YLM11YLM12 .LM1n
[YLM]Xfl =
YLM1 . .
(3.4)
(3.5)Here 'yis the ith normal mode propagation constant representing the ith eigen-
value, and d is the length of the uniformly coupled multiconductor system.[YLM]
is the line mode admittance matrix whose elementLMkmrepresents the charac-
teristic admittance of the kth line for the mth mode. The operator '' was defined
in [62] for [C] =[A] * [B]as the product of corresponding elements of matrices
[A] and[B].
A flow chart for determining the admittance matrix for a general 2n-port n
coupled line structure is shown in Figure 3.2.
From equations (3.4) and (3.5), a matrix [P] which includes[YLM],[Mv], and
[(Yid)]djagcan be defined as
[P][YA]T[YB]T=
[Mv]_T[coth(7jd)]ag[csch(yjd)]jg[MvJT. (3.6)
This can be simplified to
[P] = [Mv] -T[COsh(7id)1ag[Mv]T. (3.7)
Equation (3.7) shows that the normal mode propagation constantsyj(i1,..,n)
can be directly obtained from the eigenvalues of matrix [P]. Likewise,[Mv] is
directly found from the eigenvectors of [F]. In the case of an asymmetric multiple
coupled line structure, the conventional even and odd mode technique can not be
applied due to asymmetry, and, hence, the normal mode parameter approach is
used as an alternative. For an asymmetric coupled line, the line mode admittance
matrix[YLM]and the voltage and corresponding current eigenvector matrices
[Mv] and [M1] given by equation (3.5) reduce to a 2 by 2 matrix with the voltage
ratioRandRfor the c and iv modes, respectively. The line mode admittance
matrix and the two eigenvectors can be written asRepeat for
all lines
47
Figure 3.2. Flow chart for determine admittance matrix for a general 2n-port
m multiple coupled line structure.and
[Y1c11
[YLM]2x2 I (3.8)
[2 Y12]
11
[Mv] =
RR7.
(3.9)
[M1]=([M]')T (3.10)
Furthermore, for the general three coupled line case, the line mode admit-
tance matrix [YLM] and the voltage eigenvector [Mv] reduce to3by3matrices
for the normal modes a, b and c, respectively[62],which can be expressed as
and
11 1ii
[My] =Ra2Rb2 R2
I (3.11)
[Ra3Rb3 R3j
YalYbiY1l
[YLM]3X3 =YaYb2Yc2 (3.12)
Ya3Yb3Yc3j
For the case of symmetric three coupled linesYai Ya3, Ybl=Yb3 and
= Y3.Details of the normal mode parameters used for multiple coupled
transmission lines in the present work can be found in Appendix A.
In general, the [R], [L], [G], and [C] matrices for multiconductor systems are
calculated from the computed values for the propagation constants, line mode
impedances, and the normalized current eigenvector matrix elements[6],[61],
[59]. For the lossless case the expressions for the [L] and [C] matrices reduce toSet up Geometry
to Simulate
FDTD Simulation
2n-Port
Admittance Matrix
Calculate
I ICalculate Eigenvalue Matrix
Eigenvector Matrix
I (Propagation Constant)
Calculate Line-Mode
Admittance Matrix
Figure 3.3. Procedure for determining the normal mode parameters of a 2n-port
multiple coupled line structure.50
1
[L(w)] ([Mi] * [ZLr1[/m]diag[MI]') (3.13)
w
1
[C(w)] = -([Mv] * [YLM][/3m]diag[Mv}') (3.14)
3.3ANALYSIS OF SYMMETRIC COUPLED LINES
Symmetric coupled lines can be analyzed in terms of the even- and odd-mode ap-
proach because the e- (common mode) and ri--mode(anti-common) of a symmetric
coupled line structure obtained from the normal mode approach are identical to
the even- and odd-mode parameters. By definition, the even mode corresponds
to the case where the lines have equal voltages and equal currents. The odd mode
results when the voltages and currents are equal in magnitude but 180 degrees
out of phase.For the structure of ri multiple conductor interconnection lines
shown in Figure 3.1, n orthogonal excitations are needed. The conductor which
is excited is called active line, the other conductors are called sense lines.
As a simple example, a symmetric coupled microstrip line structure of width-
s, W = 0.6mm, separation between the two conductors, S = 0.3mm, substrate
thickness, H = 0.635mm, and dielectric constant, &=9.8 is considered.The
metal strips and the ground plane are assumed to be perfectly conducting and
infinitely thin, and are defined by setting the tangential component of the electric
field to zero. The conductor lines are simulated on anN4xby N9Ay by Nz
computational domain with L\x=60jim,y=90.71m and Lz=100jim. This cor-
responds to a conductor width of W=10Lx and substrate height of H=7Ay. The
width,N,and height, N, of the simulation box are chosen to be large enough to
not disturb the field distributions near the strips. In all, the entire computationalHai
Hd
PML
Nx x
V
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Figure 3.4. Entire computational domain for multiple coupled line structure
including PML absorbing boundary cells.
domain including the 6 cells of the PML boundary for each side wall is divided
into 81 by 33 by 230 grid cells and shown in figure 3.4.
A time step oft=0.134PS ISused and the total number of time steps is
1500. The input is excited with a Gaussian pulse with T = 14.3 ps and t0=43
ps. To a.pply the normal mode parameter approach, each port is excited and
then voltages and currents are recorded at the positions Mi and M2 as shown in
Figure 3.4. The actual length of conductor isLi + d + L2with Li = 6mm, d =
6mm, andL2= 12mm. Quantitative frequency-domaininformation contained in
the time-domain data is extracted via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the propagation waveform for a symmetric coupled
line structure for orthogonal excitation of the normal mode approach and the
even- and odd-mode approach, respectively.1500
1000
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0
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Figure 3.5. Propagation waveform along the Z-direction at 1200 time steps for
symmetric coupled lines.1000
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Figure 3.6. Propagation waveform along the Z-direction at 900 time steps for
the odd-mode excitation of symmetric coupled lines.54
Figure 3.7 shows the transient voltages and currents recorded at 50z and
100zz on the active and sense line of the symmetric coupled line structure.
Figure 3.8 shows the variation of the characteristic impedance and effective dielec-
tric constant for the symmetric coupled line structure using the proposed normal
mode approach and the conventional even- and odd-mode approach. Equivalent
circuit parameters such as distributed inductance L(w) and capacitance C(w) for
the symmetric coupled line structure using the normal mode approach and the
even/odd-mode approach are shown in Figure 3.9. The results show very good
agreement over the entire broadband frequency range.
3.4ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC COUPLED LINES
Many types of coupled distributed parameter circuits have been used in various
applications including couplers, filters, impedance transformer, and slow-wave
structures. It is convenient to describe a coupled pair of lines in terms of normal
modes of excitation which have been called co- or c-mode (denoted by a sub-
script c) and anti- or it-mode (denoted by a subscript it). These normal mode
parameters are derived in terms of the equivalent series- and shunt-distributed
parameters such as impedances and admittances of the lines.
An asymmetric coupled line structure can be characterized in terms of c and
itmodes using the normal mode parameter approach. The dimensions of the test
structure are chosen to be Wi = 0.6mm, S = 0.3mm and W2 = 1.2mm with the
same dielectric substrate specifications as for the case of symmetric coupled lines.
For the purpose of FDTD simulation, the computational domain is considered to
be 90 by 40 by 206 grid cells with time stepLt0.176 ps. Figure 3.10 shows the
propagation waveform recorded at 800 timesteps and Figure 3.11 shows voltages
and currents recorded for the active and sense line at positions Ml and M2,
respectively.From the voltage and current recorded on the active and sense
line, the line mode admittance matrix{YLM]and the voltage and correspondingI
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Figure 3.7. The transient time (a) voltage and (b) current recorded on the active
and sense line for symmetric coupled lines.0)
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Figure 3.10. Propagation waveform along Z-axis at 800 time steps for an asym-
metric coupled line structure.
current eigenvector matrices, [Mv] and [M1], are derived following the procedure
described in section 3.2.
Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 show the variation of line mode impedance, effec-
tive dielectric constant and the line mode voltage ratio for the asymmetric cou-
pled line as functions of frequency, respectively. Comparisons with a full-wave
Spectral Domain method [6] are also included. The frequency-dependent self-
and mutual-inductance L(w) and self- and mutual-capacitance C(w) are shown
in Figure 3.15.>
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Figure 3.11. The transient time (a) voltage and(b)current recorded on the
active and sense line for an asymmetric coupled line structure.0
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Figure 3.12. Comparison between FDTD and a full-wave spectral domain
method of the characteristic impedance for an asymmetric coupled line struc-
ture.61
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Figure 3.13. Comparison between FDTD and a full-wave spectral domain
method of effective dielectric constant for an asymmetric coupled line structure.
3.5ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC THREE COUPLED LINES
The third example is an asymmetric three coupled illtercounection line structure.
The dimensions of the structure are Wi = 0.3mm, Si = 0.2mm, W2 = 0.6mm,
S2 = 0.4mm and W3 = 1.2mm with dielectric substrate specifications the same
as for the case of symmetric coupled line. The entire structure is divided into 98
by 40 by 206 grid cells for calculation with /t0.176 ps. Figure 3.16 shows
the voltage waveform on the three conductors after 600 and 900 iteration time
steps with the excitation of line 3 along the Z-axis. The transient voltages and
currents recorded at 50Lz and 100Lz on the active line, the first sense line,
and the second sense line of the asymmetric three coupled line structure are
shown in Figure 3.17.Figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 show the variation of line
mode characteristic impedances, effective dielectric constants and voltage ratios
as functions of frequency. The frequency-dependent self- and mutual inductance1 .
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Figure 3.14. Comparison between FDTD and a full-wave spectral domain
method of line-mode voltage ratio for an asymmetric coupled line structure.
L(w) and self and mutual capacitance C(w) for asymmetric three coupled line
structure are shown in Figure 3.21.
3.6CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter, the normal mode parameter approach for multiple coupled trans-
mission lines has been formulated. The full-wave Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) method for computation of the frequency-dependent characteristics of
general asymmetric coupled lines in a multilayer environment has been presented.
The results show good agreement for effective dielectric constant and character-
istic impedance for multiple coupled lines between the normal mode approach
using FDTD and a full-wave spectral domain approach.The results for al-
1 the frequency-dependent propagation characteristics should be very useful in
the analysis and design of multiple coupled line structures such as couplers and500
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Figure 3.15. (a) Inductance and (b) capacitance as functions of frequency for
an asymmetric coupled line structure.15001
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Figure 3.17. The transient (a) voltage and (b) current recorded on active line
and two sense lines for a three coupled line structure.140
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Figure 3.18. Line mode characteristic impedance for a three coupled line struc-
ture.
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TRANSMISSION LINES ON LOSSY SILICON SUBSTRATE
4.1INTRODUCTION
Silicon-based technology is increasingly used for RF and microwave integrated
circuits because of the distinct advantages of low cost and well developed fabri-
cation techniques. Interconnects in silicon-based ICs can be classified as Metal-
Insulator-Semiconductor(MIS) transmission lines, which consist of metal lines on
semiconducting substrates, isolated by a thin Si02 oxide layer. The semicon-
ducting substrate is characterized by its dielectric constant and conductivity.
In previous work Guckel et al.investigated the transmission properties of
such structures including the analysis based on a parallel-plate waveguide ap-
proach of MIS microstrip lines [63]. In the early 1970s, Hasegawa [64] analyzed
theoretically the transmission properties of microstrip lines using a parallel-plate
waveguide model with a perfectly conducting line of infinite width for the MIS
structure and compared them with experimental results. These works introduced
the existence of three fundamental propagation modes caused by the finite resis-
tivity of the semiconducting substrates. These modes are classified as slow-wave
mode, dielectric quasi-TEM mode, and skin-effect mode. The mode that dom-
inates depends mainly on the line geometry, the substrate resistivity, and the
signal frequency.
More recently efficient and versatile methods for the characterization of low-
loss MIS structures have evolved [65], [66]. In 1984, Seki and Hasegawa analyzed
the crosstalk and interconnection delay in the interconnection system of high-
speed LSI/ VLSI circuits [67], [68], and G. Ghione studied a lossy quasi-TEM70
model for multiconductor bus lines on semi-insulating GaAs substrates and ana-
lyzed crosstalk, propagation signal delay and pulse distortion in high-speed cir-
cuits [69]. J. Glib presented the pulse distortion and coupling of muitilayer sym-
metric and asymmetric coupled microstrip lines using a full-wave spectral domain
technique [70], [71], [72]. A lot of researchers investigated the slow-wave coplanar
waveguide MIS structure for MMICs [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82].
Microstrip structures realized on a Si-5i02 substrate are known to be quite
sensitive to the conductive properties of Si because of the particular field con-
figuration. Goel reported a crosstalk analysis for a multi-layer multi-conductor
system in the same dielectric [83].Multi-layer multi-conductor configurations
form a part of most of the high-speed circuits.Tripathi et al.reported ana-
lytical and numerical techniques for the pulse propagation characteristics such
as delay, distortion, and crosstalk in multilevel interconnections associated with
high-speed digital ICs including VLSI chips [84]. Chan et al. presented the prop-
agation characteristics of waves along a periodic array of parallel signal lines in a
multi-layered structure in the presence of a periodically perforated ground plane
and the characterization of the discontinuities made of two orthogonally crossed
strip lines on a suspended substrate [85]. Several researchers characterizated the
discontinuity formed by two orthogonally crossed strip lines [86], [87], [88].
In this chapter, single and symmetric coupled MIS transmission line struc-
tures on Si-Si02 substrates as shown in Figure 4.1 are analyzed using the FIDTD
method. Then, a new substrate shielding structure consisting of grounded cross-
bars is examined, and microstrip characteristics for single and symmetric coupled
lines over the cross-bar shielding structure are presented. The substrate-shielded
microstrip structure is essentially a two-layered microstrip line with a series of
cross-bar conductors at the interface between Si and Si02 layer. The cross-bar
conductors are perpendicular to the main transmission line strip conductor and
are assumed to be at ground potential. A full-wave analysis of the cross-barW Microstrin
I
Er=4.O SiO,
Er= 12.0 Si
G1 0 (S/rn)
Ground plane
(a)
\AJ \AT
Ground plane
( b)
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Figure 4.1. (a) Single microstrip and (b) symmetric coupled microstrip MIS
structure.72
R L
'Cox
Figure 4.2. The distributed equivalent circuit for a single microstrip MIS struc-
ture.
structure is carried out using FDTD. Equivalent circuit parameters are extract-
ed for substrate-shielded microstrip structures from FDTD simulations, and a
comparison is made with the two-layered microstrip structure without substrate
shield.
4.2SINGLE MICROSTRIP MIS STRUCTURE
A single microstrip MIS structure is shown in Figure 4.1(a). It is assumed that the
oxide layer is lossless and the silicon layer is lossy. The conductor loss is assumed
to be zero. The characteristic impedance Z0(w) and the propagation constant
'y(w) of the signal line are obtained from the ratio of the Fourier-transformed
voltage and current and the ratio of the voltages taken at two different locations.
Once '-y(w) and Z0(w) are obtained, the distributed transmission line parameters
for a single line R(w), L(w), G(w), and C() can be calculated in a similar manner
as for a lossless transmission line, using the procedure described in Chapter 2. The
equations for obtaining the distributed series impedance and shunt admittanceare
73
(w)Z0(w)R(w) + jwL(w) (4.1)
7(w)
G(w) + jwC(w) (4.2)
Z0(w)
The equivalent circuit for a small length of the structure is Figure4.2which
consists of series resistanceR(w)inductance L(w), shunt capacitances C0(w) for
the oxide layer and capacitance C8(w) and conductanceG8(w) for the silicon
layer.It is assumed that the capacitance and the conductance for the silicon
layer are related as
csi
Gsi Usi
(4.3)
whereand oj are the dielectric constant and conductivity of Si layer, respec-
tively. As mentioned above, the overall admittance Y(w) is given by
Y(w) = G(w)+jwC(w) (4.4)
Using equations(4.3)and(4.4),the equivalent circuit parameters C0(w),
G5(w), and C5(w) for the oxide and silicon layer can be calculated as
a2
G5(w) = (4.5)
Re(Z(w))(a2 + w22)
C5(w) (4.6)
Re(Z(w))(a2 + w2E2)74
C0(w) = G+w2C (47)
wIm(Z(w))(G + w2C) + w2C5
where Z(w) = 1/Y(w).
As an example, a single microstrip MIS structure is simulated using FDTD.
The metal strips and the ground plane are assumed to be perfectly conducting
and infinitely thin, and are defined by setting the tangential component of the
electric field to zero. The conductor line is simulated on an NLx by Ny by
Nzz computational domain with Lx=10tm, Ly=12.5m andz=20im. This
corresponds to a conductor width W = 5Lx of the signal line and substrate
heights Hi = i6L\y and H2= 2.The width, N, and height, N, of the
simulation box are chosen to be large enough to not disturb the field distributions
near the strips.In all, the entire computational domain including the PML
boundary of 8 cells is divided into 58 by 50 by 280 grid cells.
A time step of it = 0.0218 ps is used and the total number of time steps
is 2500.The input is excited with a Gaussian pulse with T2.33 ps and
t0= 6.98 ps.Figures 4.3 to 4.7 show the results for a single line structure
for the conductivity a = 10 (siemens/rn) of the silicon layer. Figure 4.3 shows
the frequency-dependent effective dielectric constanteff (w)and characteristic
impedance Z0(w). The distributed inductance, conductance and capacitance as
well as the attenuation constant are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
The extracted equivalent circuit parameters,CO3 G8,andfor both oxide and
silicon layer are given in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
4.3SYMMETRIC COUPLED LINE MIS STRUCTURE
The symmetric coupled microstrip line is very useful for the design of various
directional couplers. The symmetric coupled line MIS structure and its lumped
equivalent circuit are shown in figure 4.1(b). Basically, there are two fundamen-8
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Figure 4.5. (a) Total capacitance and (b) attenuation constant for a single MIS
line structure for the substrate conductivity of a = 10(8/rn).105
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Figure 4.7. Capacitance Csi for a single MIS line for the substrate conductivity
of u1O(S/m).
tal quasi-TEM modes of propagation. The even mode is the mode corresponding
to both microstrip conductors being at the same potential V and having equal
currents. The odd mode corresponds to the microstrip conductors being at op-
posite potentials, -V and V, with respect to the ground plane. For the odd mode
the currents on the two conductors are also equal in amplitude but of opposite
direction.
The important parameters describing the quasi-TEM mode properties of the
coupled microstrip line are the even- and odd-mode effective dielectric constants,
and the even- and odd-mode characteristic impedances. The line parameters such
as effective dielectric constants,Eel feand Eeffo, characteristic impedances,Ze(W)
and Z0(w) and propagation constants,'ye(W)and 'y0(w) are calculated using the
even- and odd-mode approach for symmetric coupled line.
Theoretically, the effective dielectric constant for the odd mode is smallerthan that for the even mode because a larger percentage of the electric field energy
is located in the air region. The capacitance between closely spaced parallel signal
conductors at opposite potentials is large, so that the characteristic impedance of
the odd mode is smaller than that for the even mode. The attenuation constant
for symmetric coupled microstrip lines is comparable to that for the microstrip
line.For closely spaced conductors the increased concentration of the current
near the two inner edges for the odd mode, along with the smaller characteristic
impedance, increases the attenuation constant of this mode relative to that for
the even mode. For the odd mode the attenuation caused by dielectric loss will
be less than that for the even mode since the electric field energy is more evenly
distributed between the air region and the substrate region for this mode.
Following equations (4.1) and (4.2), the even- and odd-mode parameters
Le(W), Ge(W)and C(w) and L0(w),G0(w) and C0(w) for the symmetric coupled
MIS structure can easily be calculated.
As an example of a symmetric coupled line MIS structure, the conductor
lines are simulated on anNAxbyNAyby Nz computational domain with
Lx=10jm,Zy= 12.5um and zz=20m. This corresponds to a conductor width
of the signal lines of Wi = W2 = 5zx, a gap between the two signal lines of
S5x, and substrate heights of Hil6Ly and H2 = 2y. The width,
N,and height, N, of the simulation box are chosen to be large enough to not
disturb the field distributions near the strips. The entire computational domain
including the PML boundary of 8 cells is divided into 78 by 50 by 280 grid cells
with the conductivity of silicon layer of a = 10(siemens/m). The time stept,
the input source, the pulse width and time delay are exactly the same as for the
single line case.
Figures 4.8 to 4.10 show the results of the symmetric coupled line MIS struc-
ture for a = 10 (siemens/rn) of the silicon layer. Figure 4.8 shows the frequency-
dependent effective dielectric constanteff(w)and characteristic impedanceZ0(w)for the even- and odd-mode. The total inductance, conductance, capacitance and
attenuation constant are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. It can be
seen that as expected, the even mode attenuation is significantly higher than
that for the odd mode due to the stronger field concentration in the substrate for
the even mode. It can be seen that, in general, the even mode exhibits stronger
frequency dependence.
4.4SINGLE MIS LINE WITH SUBSTRATE SHIELDING
A single line MIS structure with an embedded grounded cross bar structure for
substrate shielding is shown in Figure 4.11. The width and spacing of the cross
bars are considered to be much smaller than the wavelength so that uniform
signal propagation can be assumed along the line.
As in the case without substrate shielding, the characteristic impedance
Z0(w) and the propagation constant 'y(w) of the signal line are obtained from
the ratio of Fourier-transformed voltage and current and the ratio of the voltages
taken at two different locations, respectively.
In the FDTD method, the entire computational domain is discretized into a
number of cells of size Zx,y andLzin x, y and z directions, respectively. Fig-
ure 4.12 shows the total computational domain of the proposed cross bar structure
including the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition.
During the FDTD simulation, the potential is set to be zero for the grid
cells containing the cross bar conductors so that all cross bars behave like perfect
grounded conductors. The input port of the signal line is excited with a Gaussian
pulse and the voltages and currents are recorded at two different locations. The
characteristic impedance of the structure is obtained from the ratio of Fourier-
transformed voltage and current.
The metal strips and the ground plane are assumed to be perfectly conducting
and infinitely thin, and are defined by setting the tangential component of the10
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with a cross bar substrate shielding structure.electric field to zero. The conductor lines are simulated on anN/xbyN/yby
Nz computational domain with Lx = 10tm, /y12.5gm and /z = 20prn.
This corresponds to conductor width W = 5Lx of the signal line, a cross bar
conductor width of We = 2I.z, a gap size between the cross bars of S2Az,
3zz, 4/.z, 5Az, and 6L\z respectively, and substrate heights Hi=l6y and
H2 = 2zy. The width,N,and height,N,of the simulation box are chosen to
be large enough to not disturb the field distributions near the strips. The entire
computational domain including the PML boundary of 8 cells is divided into 58
by 50 by 280 grid cells.
A time step of it0.0218 ps is used and the total number of time steps
is 2500.The input is excited with a Gaussian pulse with T = 2.33 Ps and
t06.98 ps.Figures 4.13 to 4.16 show the results of the MIS line with the
cross bar structure for different spacing of the cross bar conductors for substrate
conductivity a = 10 (siemens/rn).
Figure 4.13 shows the frequency-dependent effective dielectric constanteff(W)
and characteristic impedance .70(w) for various gap sizes between the cross bars
as well as without cross bars. It can be seen that the effective dielectric constant
and characteristic impedance are changed only slightly by the presence of the
cross bar structure. The overall inductance, conductance, capacitance and atten-
uation constant are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. It is observed
that the overall conductance C(w) is reduced with the introduction of the cross
bar conductors, and the smallest conductance is achieved for the smallest gap
size (S = 40im).
Figure 4.16(a) shows the quality factorQ =//2c as a function of frequency
and Figure 4.16(b) gives a variation inQas a function of normalized spacing
(cross bar width/spacing) for different frequencies. It is observed that the quality
factorQimproves for decreasing cross bar spacing and that the improvement is
more pronounced at lower frequencies.7.5
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4.5SYMMETRIC COUPLED MIS LINES WITH SUBSTRATE SHIELD-
ING
Figure 4.17 shows a symmetric coupled line MIS structure with embedded ground-
ed cross bars for substrate shielding. The conductor lines are simulated on an
NL\xbyN/yby N2z computational domain with zx = lOjim, zy = 12.5,um
and /z = 20,um. This corresponds to conductor widths Wi = W25xfor
the signal lines, a gap size between the two signal lines of S =5Lx,a cross bar
conductor width of We z, and spacings S =3Lzand 6z between the cross
bars, respectively. The substrate heights areHi =l6y andH2 = 2Ly.The
entire computational domain including the PML boundary of 8 cells is divided
into 78 by50by 280 grid cells. In the FDTD simulation, the time stept, the
input source, the pulse width and the time delay are taken the same as for the
single line case.
Figures 4.18 to 4.20 show the results for the symmetric coupled lines with
the embedded grounded cross bar structure for different spacings of the cross
bar conductors and for substrate conductivity a10 (siemens/rn). Figure 4.18
shows the frequency-dependent effective dielectric constantfef 1(W)and charac-
teristic impedance Z0(w) for the even- and odd-modes. The overall inductance,
conductance, capacitance and attenuation constant are shown in Figures 4.18
and 4.20, respectively. It can be seen that as in the single line case, the cross bar
shielding structure significantly reduces the shunt conductance and attenuation
without significantly affecting the characteristic impedance.
4.6CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter, the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method has been
applied to compute the propagation constants and characteristic impedances of
Si-based multilayer single and symmetric coupled line MIS structures. The resultsPML
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Figure 4.17. Computational domain in FDTD simulation of symmetric coupled
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show that the transmission line characteristics are strongly influenced by the lossy
nature of the silicon substrate.
In order to reduce the substrate effects on the transmission line character-
istics, a shielding structure consisting of grounded cross bar conductor lines has
been examined. The extracted distributed transmission line parameters and cor-
responding equivalent circuit parameters as well as quality factor have been ex-
amined as a function of spacing of the crossbar lines. It was found that the quality
factor of the transmission lines can be improved without significant change in the
characteristic impdance and effective dielectric constant.'I.
Chapter 5
MICROSTRIP DISCONTINUITIES
5.1INTRODUCTION
Figure 5.1 shows typical microstrip discontinuities such as bends, step-in width,
and T-junctions that are basic components of RF/microwave integrated circuits.
Accurate frequency-dependent characterization of the reflection and transmission
properties of these discontinuities is of great importance and is a continuing area
of interest in microwave computer-aided design (CAD). Discontinuity problems in
microstrip lines have been studied for many years, where discontinuities typically
were analyzed using quasi-static or approximate full-wave techniques [89], [90],
[91], [92], [93], [94], [95].
More recently, a number of full-wave techniques have been presented for the
analysis of microstrip discontinuities including the open-end and gap [96], [97],
and step-in-width [98].In [96] and [97] finite element currents were used to
model the open-end and gap discontinuities. In 1989, Jackson [99] presented the
full-wave characteristics for different types of discontinuities such as single stub
and bent stub using finite element expansion currents (rooftop functions) and
sinusoidal precomputed expansion currents for input and output microstrip lines.
All the above-mentioned investigations, however, were done in the frequency-
domain, that is, a new simulation was performed for each frequency point. For
broadband characterization of discontinuities, many frequency points and, hence,
many simulations may be needed.
In 1988, Zhang and Mci have first used the FDTD technique to analyze
several types of microstrip discontinuities including T-junction and cross-junction[18]. Sheen et al. applied the FDTD technique to characterize microstrip low pass
filters and branch line couplers [19]. The characterization of 90 degree bends
with arbitrary miter and harmonical characterization of microstrip bends using
FDTD was proposed by Moore [21] and Feix [22], respectively. As an alternative
to computational techniques, the characterization of microstrip discontinuities
from time-domain measurements was reported in [100], [101], [102].
In this chapter, the FDTD method is applied to determine the broadband
characteristics for several types of single microstrip discontinuities such as open-
end, asymmetric gap, step-in-width, as well as a symmetric cross-junction. The
modeling approach is then extended to characterize coupled line discontinuities,
such asymmetric coupled gaps and asymmetric coupled steps by using a new
extraction procedure. Results for several discontinuity structures are presented.
5.2 NETWORK FORMULATION FOR DISCONTINUITIES
Discontinuities can be conveniently characterized in terms of the scattering pa-
rameters. For a general n-port network with different characteristic impedances,
as illustrated in Figure 5.2, the scattering parameters are defined as
b1 S11S12 .
.Sin a1
S21S22 . .S2n a2
S15n2 S an
(5.1)
whereanandbnare the normalized incident and reflected wave amplitudes at
port n. The normalized wave amplitudes are related to voltages of the incident
and reflected waves as100
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5.3SINGLE LINE DISCONTINUITIES
5.3.1MICROSTRIP OPEN-END DISCONTINUITY
The microstrip open-end discontinuity already has been analyzed using the FDTD
method by Zhang and Mei [18].Here Zhang's specification for the open-end
structure is adopted to validate the FDTD method. A uniform line of the same
width is used as reference to extract the voltage of the incident wave and then
the voltage of the reflected wave for the discontinuity. The open-ended line and
reference line shown in Figure 5.3 are discretized into a number of cells of sizex,
y, and /z in x, y and z direction, respectively. The dielectric constant of the
substrate isr= 9.6, the conductor width is W = 600pm and the substrate height
H600,um. The metal conductor and ground plane are assumed to be perfectly
conducting and infinitely thin. The grid cell size is Lx = AyAz60gm
and the time increment is At0.104 ps. The time delay and pulse width of
the excitation source aret0= 33.28 ps and T = 11.09 ps, respectively. The total
number iteration time steps in the simulation is 1500.103
Reference1L
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u
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Figure 5.3. Single open-end structure with uniform reference line.
The microstrip open-end structure is a one-port network so that its scattering
parameter has only one element, that is,S11which is defined as
Si(w)
Vr(w).exp(7(w)L)
(5.4)
(w) exp((w)L)
HereVr(w) is the Fourier-transformed reflection voltage at the reference plane and
T/(w) is the Fourier-transformed incident voltage at the same reference location
at distanceLfrom the open end. The incident wave is obtained at the same
reference location on an infinitely long line shown in Figure5.3and the reflected
wave is obtained from the difference between the total monitored voltage wave
and the incident wave at the same reference positions. Figure 5.4(a) shows the
monitored incident and total voltage waveform, as well as the derived reflected
waveform. The extracted scattering parameter Si(w) for the single open-end
structure is shown in Figure 5.4(b) and compared to [18].0.7
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Figure 5.4. (a) Monitored voltage waveform and (b) scattering parameter for
open-end structure.105
5.3.2MICROSTRIP STEP-IN-WIDTH
An abrupt change in microstrip line width, commonly named microstrip step-
in-width, is a discontinuity frequently appearing in microwave integrated circuits
such as low-pass filters, stepped impedance transformers and impedance matching
networks [98]. A typical step discontinuity in a microstrip with widths Wi and
W2, together with a uniform reference line, is shown in Figure 5.5(b).The
specifications of the example structure are exactly the same as for the open-end
structure except that the second width is W2 = 300Rm.
Two orthogonal excitations are needed at port 1 and port 2, respectively, to
calculate the two-port scattering parameters. The two-port scattering parameters
of the step discontinuity (Figure 5.5(a)) is found from
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Figure 5.5. (a) Two-port network for scattering parameters and (b) single
step-in-width structure.107
Here .701(w) and Z02(w) are the characteristic impedances of the microstrip lines
connected to port 1 and port 2, respectively. The voltagesVrii(W)andVr22(W),
V1(w) andV2(w), and412(w) andV21(w) are the Fourier-transformed reflected,
incident and transmitted voltages at ports 1 and 2, respectively. Here, Vtk is
the voltage of the wave transmitted to port j when port k is excited. Figure 5.6
shows the magnitude and phase of scattering parameters. Note that as expected
S21(w) = S12(w), and S(w) and S22(w) are nearly identical in magnitude.
5.3.3 ASYMMETRIC MICROSTRIP GAP
An asymmetric microstrip gap is shown in Figure 5.7. The structure specifica-
tions are conductor widths Wi600gm, W2300tm, gap between the two
conductors C300pm, substrate height H = 600gm, and dielectric constant
= 9.6. The computed scattering parameters are given in Figure 5.8.
5.3.4MICROSTRIP CROSS-JUNCTION
In this section, the scattering parameters for four-port network shown in Figure
5.9 are found. A symmetric cross-junction structure is shown in Figure 5.10(a).
For the FDTD simulation, the specifications of the structure are: dielectric con-
stant of substrate= 9.8, conductor width W = 600,um, and substrate height
H = 635gm. Figures 5.10(b) and 5.11 show monitored voltages and the prop-
agation waveform at 900 timesteps. The Gaussian pulse which travels into the
cross-junction splits in four ways after reaching the cross-junction.It is seen
from Figure 5.12(a) that at low frequencies, the scattering parameters correct-
ly all have a magnitude of 0.5. This means that the power is equally dvidided
between the four lines.U)D0.
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5.4 COUPLED LINE DISCONTINUITIES
To characterize coupled line discontinuities, the extraction procedure for single
line discontinuities must be modified to account for all incident wave amplitudes.
In the coupled line case, excitation of one line (port) leads to an additional10
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excitation on the other line due to coupling.For coupled line structures, the
modified normalized wave amplitudes are given by
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whereV21andV12are theadditionalincidentwave voltageson thecoupled line
for port1and port2excitation, respectively.0.6
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5.4.1ASYMMETRIC COUPLED GAP
The asymmetric coupled gap structure is shown in Figure 5.13. The parameters
used for the example structure are:conductor widths Wi = W4 = 600tm,
W2 = W3 = 300gm, gap between the two edges C and spacing between the two
conductors S = C = 300tm, andr= 9.6. Figure 5.14 showsthe propagation
waveform at 1500 time steps. The computed S parameters are shown in Figures
5.15 and 5.16.
5.4.2 ASYMMETRIC COUPLED STEP-IN-WIDTH
The asymmetric coupled step-in-width structure is shown in Figure 5.17. The
procedure for finding the S parameters and the specifications used are the same
as for the asymmetric coupled gap. Figure 5.18 shows the propagation waveform
at 1200 time steps. The computed S parameters for asymmetric coupled step-in-
width are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20.116
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5.5CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter, the FDTD method has been used to find the scattering param-
eters for various types of single and coupled discontinuity structures. A new
extraction procedure has been developed for coupled line discontinuities to take
into account the additional incident wave on the coupled line. The scattering
parameters for both single and coupled line structures with discontinuities show
a frequency-dependence which would not be obtained with qilasi-static methods.15OO
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Figure 5.18. Propagation waveform at 1200 time steps for asymmetric coupled
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This thesis described a new CAD-oriented methodology for the full-wave
broadband characterization of coupled microstrip structures for RF/microwave
and high-speed digital circuits. The characterization methodology is based on
the finite difference time domain (FDTD) technique combined with a systematic
extraction procedure using the normal mode approach and multiport network
concepts.
After reviewing the FDTD technique and introducing the basic extraction
method in Chapter 2, the characterization approach for determining the frequency-
dependent propagation characteristics of uniform coupled lines on a lossless sub-
strate was described in Chapter 3. In the proposed approach, the 2n-port admit-
tance matrix corresponding to ri. uniform coupled lines is extracted from the port
voltages and currents, which in turn provides the frequency-dependent distributed
inductance and capacitance matrices. To illustrate the technique, several prac-
tical coupled line structures, including an asymmetric three-line structure, were
analyzed, and results were found to be in good agreement with those obtained
with a full-wave spectral-domain method.
In Chapter 4, the characterization methodology was applied to microstrip
lines on lossy silicon substrate. As an example, the frequency-dependent prop-
agation characteristics and distributed line parameters for single and symmetric
coupled microstrip lines were extracted from FDTD simulation. Results show
that the lossy substrate can significantly affect the transmission line characteris-
tics. To reduce the substrate effects on the microstrip characteristics, a new sub-
strate shielding structure consisting of grounded vertical lines at the silicon/oxide
interface was examined. It was shown for a single and symmetric coupled mi-124
crostrip lines that the substrate shield leads to a reduction in transmission line
loss without significantly changing the characteristic impedance and effective per-
mittivity of the microstrip structure.
In Chapter 5, the FDTD approach was combined with a new extraction pro-
cedure to determine the characteristics of several discontinuities in single and
coupled microstrip lines. The new extraction procedure is based on successive
excitation of each port and determination of the voltages for the incident and
reflected waves. The method was validated for a single symmetric gap and single
step discontinuity. Results were also shown for a general single asymmetric gap
and a cross-junction. The approach was extended to coupled line discontinuities
by including the additional excitation in the coupled line. Examples were shown
for a coupled gap and coupled step discontinuity. In all cases, the scattering pa-
rameters for the discontinuities showed significant frequency-dependence, which
would not be included in solutions based on quasi-static techniques.
Within this subject of study are plenty of opportunities for improvement,
development and innovation. For future work there are many topics which could
be investigated further. Several avenues of future research may include:
1. Application of the FDTD method to the simulation of multiple coupled mi-
crostrip lines on highly doped lossy media.
2. Analysis of non-uniform structures such as tapered lines.
3.Characterization of coplanar waveguides (CPW) and coplanar strips (CPS)
on both lossless and lossy substrates.
4. Application of the method to study other types of substrate shielding struc-
tures.
5. Application of the method to other coupled discontiniñties as well as discon-
tinuities in microstrip lines on lossy substrates.125
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APPENDIX137
A.NORMAL MODE PARAMETERS : n Coupled Lines 2n-Port System
The general ri Coupled Lines 2m-Port normal mode parameters are formulat-
ed in terms of the admittance matrix.
with
[I]2ThX2fl[]22 [V]22 (A.1)
[Y] [[YA]
[YB]1
I (A.2)
[YB][YA]j
[YA]=[YLM]ThX*
[YB]Xfl=[YLM]nfl * [Mv]nxn[csch(7id)]diag[MI]xn
by using the relation of voltage and current eigenvector [Mv] and[M1] ([M1] =
[Mv] T)
Where
[YA]X [YLM]ThTh *[MV]nxn[COth(id)Idiag[MV]n
=[YLM]X *
[YLM]nxn
LM11YLM12 YLM1n
YLMTh1 . .YLM,
(A.3)138
From equations (3.4) and (3.5), a matrix [F] which includes normal mode
parameters[YLM],[Mv], and [(7id)]diag can be defined as
nl 17iTrr 1T jnxn = 'Ajnn['Bjmxn
iT [Mv]i[coth(yjd)]ag [csch(yd)]9[Mvj
rr iT
LlViVinxn
cosh('-yi d)
sinh('yi d)
0
0
0
0
sinh('y1d) 0
0
cosh('y2d)
0 sinh(72 d)
o
cosh('y3d)
sinh(y3 d)
o sinh('y2d) 0
o o sinh('y3d)0
0
0
This can be simplified to
cosh(yd)
sinh(7d)
01
0
[Mv]
sinh(7d)j
Applying the singular value decomposition
ID] ILl] I\1ILl1l
L1jnxm Jnxn["'jnXnN-jmxn
(A.4)
(AS)
(A.6)The eigenvalues of [P] are found as
cosh(71d) 0 . 0
o cosh(72d) 0 0
o o cosh(3d) . 0
o o . 0
o o . . cosh(y7d)
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= {]diag(A.7)
From this, the modal propagation constants are determined as
y1d 0 . . 0
072d 0 . 0
0 0 'y3d . 0
0 0 ..0
0 0 . 'yd
=cosh1 ['\}diag
= cosh[]
Where i1 to n,
The voltage eigenvector matrix is expressed as
/3n/312
/321 /322
= /331 /332
/3i/3n2
/31n
,82
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)This can be easily normalized as shown below
11..
/9ii /912
/931 /332
/3ii /312
/9ni /32 /3nn
i3ii /312 /31n
1 1 1
Ui,i 1,2 1,n
2,1 2,2 2,m
c_i,ian_1,2 0Th-1,fl
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(A.11)
(A.12)